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1. Introduction 
 
Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) is the European Space Agency (ESA)’s Earth 

Observation mission intended for the measurement of the sea surface salinity (SSS) and 

soil moisture (SM) by means of the L-band surface emissivity measurement from the 

space. The goal of the mission is the measurement of these two parameters, essential for 

the study of the global hydrological cycle, as never have been measured before: at global 

scale and with a maximum revisiting period of 3 days. Only a space-based mission can 

deliver the data in such conditions. 

Currently, the data processing does not achieve the expected accuracy in the 

measurements. The factors that are hindering the consecution of the mission goals are the 

instrument calibration, the instrument modelling and the image reconstruction. 

The instrument calibration is the set of corrections performed on the measurements to 

correct the thermal and aging changes of the instrument. The remaining errors in the 

current calibration strategy translate into drifts in the SSS data. On the other hand, the 

instrument modelling is the characterization of the model which relates the instrument 

output with the input signal. In SMOS, that model is known as the visibility function and 

it is mainly contributed by the antenna patterns. Any error in the antenna patterns 

translates into artefacts in the image. 

The image reconstruction is another source of artefacts in the images. It consists of the 

inversion of the instrument model. That process involves the inversion of a problem with 

more unknowns than equations. Therefore, the real solution cannot be achieved and the 

inversion process will intrinsically introduce artefacts in the images. 

The present work will focus on the investigations conducted in the instrument modelling. 

The work of this master thesis is the validation of the instrument model which it is the 

first step for the investigation of the nature of the artefacts introduced by the image 

reconstruction process. 
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The structure of the master thesis can be divided in two main blocks: an introduction to 

the SMOS mission and its novel MIRAS instrument and a second block presenting the 

results of the validation of the instrument model. 

 

In such way, Chapter 2 makes an introduction to the SMOS mission presenting the 

mission design and its goals. Chapter 3 is fully dedicated to the presentation of the 

MIRAS instrument since it is the first L-band 2-D imaging radiometer in-orbit. Chapter 4 

introduces the instrument model and its implementation. The instrument model is the 

main object under analysis in this master thesis. The following sections show the results 

on its validation and its inversion. Chapter 5 is dedicated to the former and shows the 

results in the comparison between modelled measurements using the model and actual 

data. Finally, Chapter 6 exposes the conclusions on the model validation and presents the 

further work on the inversion of the instrument model. 
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3. SMOS Mission 
 
Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) is the European Space Agency (ESA)’s Earth 

Observation mission intended for the measurement of the sea surface salinity (SSS) and 

soil moisture (SM) by means of the L-band surface emissivity measurement from the 

space. 

The mission belongs to the Earth Explore series of Earth observation missions focussed 

on the science and research of the atmosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere and 

Earth's interior. SMOS [RD–1] is the second Earth Explorer mission that was 

successfully launched on November 2009 from Plesetsk Cosmodrome. 

3.1. Mission goals 
 
The mission objectives of SMOS are to provide global maps of soil moisture (SM) and 

sea surface salinity  (SSS) of a specified accuracy, spatial resolution and spatial and 

temporal coverage.  Additionally, SMOS data also provides useful information for the 

study of the cryosphere. 

 

 
Figure 1 Combined map of Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity 
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The SM data and vegetation water content enable modelling of the hydrological 

dynamics which helps the understanding of climate and monitoring of water reservoirs. 

Also, a good knowledge of the SM should improve the availability to forecast the 

weather and predict the extreme events since the SM plays an important role in the 

energy budget at the surface-atmosphere layers. 

 

The SSS data allows the oceanographic community tracking the circulation of water 

masses since the ocean salinity is a key variable of the ocean circulation. Also, the 

salinity plays a key role in the thermohaline circulation and the meridional heat transport. 

In addition, it also influences the dynamics of the tropical oceans where rainfall modifies 

the buoyancy of the surface layer and the tropical ocean/atmosphere heat fluxes. Unlike 

other oceanographic variables, SSS can only be retrieved by SMOS and NASA’s 

AQUARIUS mission [RD–2] from space. 

 

The scientific requirements of the mission have been defined to satisfy the needs of the 

Global Ocean Data Assimilation Experiment (GODAE) and the scientific proposal [RD–

3]. Those requirements are summarized in the following table: 

 

Variable Accuracy Spatial resolution Temporal sampling 

Soil moisture 0.04 m3/m3 < 50 km < 3 days 

Vegetation water 
content 0.1 kg/m2 < 50 km < 5 days 

Sea Surface Salinity 0.1 – 0.2 psu  100 – 200 km 10 – 30 days 

 

Table 1 SMOS’s scientific requirements 

3.2. Space segment 
 
The development of the SMOS satellite was led by ESA in collaboration with the Centre 

National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) in France and the Spanish Centro para el Desarrollo 

Tecnologico Industrial (CDTI). 
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The satellite is composed of a platform, based on PROTEUS platform [RD–4], built by 

CNES and Thales Alenia Space and the SMOS payload built by an industrial consortium 

led by EADS-CASA Espacio. The technological novelty of the satellite is clearly the 

instrument since the PROTEUS platform is already used in other missions like JASON1, 

JASON2, CALIPSO and COROT. However, the payload is the first space-borne 

implementation of a 2-D microwave imaging radiometer by aperture synthesis (MIRAS) 

operating at L-band. Such instrument provides a large swath (1000 km) and a moderate 

spatial resolution (50 km) at the same time using a 2-D array of small antennas. 

The SMOS orbit is a 758 km height sun-synchronous dawn-dusk orbit with a mean local 

solar time at the ascending node equal to 6:00 a.m. At that local time, the Faraday effects 

are minimum and the ground and vegetation temperatures on land surface are close to 

homogeneity [RD–5]. A dawn-dusk orbit also offers several advantages since most of the 

time the Sun is illuminating the satellite in a similar geometry. Therefore, the solar panels 

are most of the time illuminated by the Sun and the thermal dynamics is pretty stable. 

The exact cycle of the orbit is 149 days or 2144 orbits, but there are short revisiting 

cycles of 3 and 18 days. 

3.3. Ground segment 
 
The ground segment [RD–6] is composed of two main functional groups: the Satellite 

Operations Ground Segment (SOGS) for the spacecraft monitoring and control and the 

Data Processing Ground Segment (DPGS). For its implementation, Spain and France 

repeat their collaboration as in the space segment. CNES is the responsible for the 

spacecraft control (SOGS) and ESA, from ESAC (Villafranca del Castillo, Madrid), is 

the responsible for the DPGS. 

The SOGS is located in Toulouse and monitors the health of the spacecraft, determines 

the orbit of the spacecraft, computes and commands the orbital corrections, and sends and 

receives the telemetry from the platform. CNES uses the CNES ICONES station network 

for the commanding of the spacecraft and the reception of the telemetry. 

The DPGS includes the scientific data acquisition in X-band, the data processing and 
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distribution to the users. Also, the instrument operations are planned at ESAC by the 

SMOS Payload Operations Team. 

 

 

Figure 2 Ground segment 

Apart from the X-band acquisition station in ESAC, another septentrional acquisition 

station located in Svalbard (Norway) is used to download the data every orbit. Such 

dump rate allows a Near Real Time service where the processed data are available in less 

than 3 hours after sensing. 

The main outputs of the data processing chain are two Level 2 products. Those products 

are the SM and SSS retrievals computed every semiorbit. 

Those data are available for the users and the National processing centres. The latter are 

the Centre d'Etudes Spatiales de la Biosphère (CESBIO) in France and Consejo Superior 

de Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC) in Spain. Those institutions are the responsible for 

the generation of Level 3 products. The Level 3 products are the refinement of the Level 

2 data based on spatial and temporal averaging and they are the only products that can 

achieve the challenging requirements of the SSS.  
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4. SMOS Payload: MIRAS 
 
The SMOS payload [RD–7] is the first spaceborne 2-D microwave imaging radiometer 

by aperture synthesis (MIRAS). MIRAS is a 69-element interferometric radiometer 

operating at 1400-1427 MHz, with dual- and full-polarization capabilities. The spacing 

between elements is 0.875 λ, where lambda is the electromagnetic wavelength, and they 

are distributed in a Y-shape array with 21 antennae per arm plus 6 redundant antennae in 

the hub. 

Interferometric aperture synthesis is an alternative to real aperture radiometry for Earth 

observation at low microwave frequencies with high spatial resolution. The antenna size 

for a real aperture radiometer at L-band with a 50 km spatial resolution is about 7 m 

diameter. That solution, although adopted by the NASA’s AQUARIUS mission, was 

discarded by SMOS mission due to the complexity of manufacturing and deployment of 

big antennae in orbit. 

MIRAS relies on 69 small antennae that deployed in three arms equally spaced with an 

angular separation of 120 deg. The diameter of the Y-shape aperture is 8 m in diameter. 

 
 

Figure 3 SMOS structure 
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4.1. MIRAS Description 
 
MIRAS has 72 third-generation LIghtweight Cost-Effective Front-ends (LICEF-3) 

distributed in a Y-shape array with 24 receivers per arm. The LICEF-3 antennas are dual-

polarized linear antennas with a −3 dB full beamwidth of about 65º and a directivity of 

10dBi. Each receiver consists of a 1-bit A/D converter to sample the signal and of a 

Power Measurement System (PMS) to measure the total power of the signal. The 

receivers boarded on SMOS are from the third generation or LICEF-3 [RD–7]. 

 

Figure 4 LICEF-3  [RD-8] 

 
At the centre of the array, there are three Noise Injection Radiometers (NIR) [RD–9] of 

Dicke type which measure accurately the total power of the scene. In addition, the NIRs 

are involved in the calibration processes of the instrument. The absolute calibration relies 

on the measurement of the cold sky and of an internal load. On the other hand, the 

internal calibration consists in the calibration of the distributed noise diodes and in the 

power measurement of the signals in the CAlibration System (CAS) [RD–11]. 

Also, MIRAS is composed of 12 CMNs and a Correlator and Control Unit (CCU) [RD–

7]. The CMNs are the Control and Monitoring Nodes and they are in charge of reading 

the temperature of the thermistors in all the receivers and in the power dividers of the 

CAS. They also read all the PMS output voltages. The CMNs also control the switch of 

the noise sources of the CAS system. On the other hand, the Correlator and Control Unit 
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is the 1-bit digital correlator in charge of correlating the signals sampled by the LICEFs. 

The signals arrive to the CCU by a dedicated optical link MIRAS Optical Harness 

(MOHA). The distribution of the signals through MOHA makes MIRAS design robust to 

self-interference. 

A detailed description of the MIRAS architecture is presented in [RD–7]. 

4.2. Principles of measurement 
 
A passive radiometer is an instrument that measures the spontaneous electromagnetic 

emission. This radiation is associate to a thermal effect, the so-called spectral brightness 

(B) which is described by the Planck’s law.  

𝐵 𝑓,𝑇 =
2ℎ𝑓!

𝑐!
1

𝑒𝑥𝑝 ℎ𝑓
𝑘𝑇 − 1

   𝑊𝑚!!𝐻𝑧!!𝑠𝑟!!  (1) 

where f is the emission frequency, T is the physical temperature of the emission body, h is 

the Planck constant, c is the light speed constant and k is the Boltzmann constant. 

Planck’s law describes the emission of bodies which absorbs any incident energy and re-

radiates it. Such bodies are called black bodies. For microwave frequencies, Planck’s law 

can be simplified to the Rayleigh-Jeans law: 

𝐵 𝑓,𝑇 =
2𝑘𝑇𝑓!

𝑐!    𝑊𝑚!!𝐻𝑧!!𝑠𝑟!!  (2) 

However, the real bodies, as they reflect part of the incident energy and due to the energy 

conservation law, only emit part of the energy predicted by Planck’s law. The ratio 

between the emitted spectral brightness and the spectral brightness predicted by Planck’s 

law is called emissivity. 

0 ≤ 𝑒 =
𝐵
𝐵!!

≤ 1 (3) 

where e is the emissivity and Bbb is the spectral brightness of the black body (spectral 

brightness determined by Planck’s law). 
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Also there are several external factors in the real world like reflection of external sources 

or the atmospheric contribution that, although the observed emission is related to the 

temperature of the target and its emissivity, slightly modifies it and the resulting signal is 

called the apparent brightness temperature. 

For a real aperture radiometer, the brightness temperature (T) can be measured from the 

antenna temperature (TA) and the angular resolution of the radiometer is determined by 

the antenna diameter. 

𝑇! =
1
Ω 𝑇 𝜃,𝜙 𝑡 𝜃,𝜙 𝑑Ω
!!

 (4) 

where Ω is the antenna solid angle and t is the antenna power pattern. 

On the other hand, the interferometric aperture synthesis radiometers measure the 

brightness temperature by means of the cross-correlation between the signals received by 

each element of the array. The angular resolution of the array depends on the largest 

distance between elements of the array. 

 

Figure 5 Radiometric measurement based on interferometry [RD-12] 

The cross-correlations of the signals (b1,2) received by each element in the array are 

called visibilities (V12). 
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𝑏!𝑏!∗ = 𝑘𝑉!" (5) 

The visibility is dependent of the normalized antenna pattern of each receiver (Fn1,2) and 

the phase difference produced by the path difference (r1,2) of the signal between the two 

antennas. The visibility function equation [RD-13] is 

𝑉!" =
1
Ω!Ω!

𝑇 𝜃,𝜙 𝐹!! 𝜃,𝜙 𝐹!!∗ 𝜃,𝜙 𝑒!" !!!!! 𝑑Ω
!!

 

 

(6) 

 

In a first-order approximation, the brightness temperature of the source is computed as 

the inverse Fourier transform of this function. However, the large field of view present in 

Earth observation induces non negligible effects of individual antenna patterns, obliquity 

factors, and fringe-washing functions. The visibility equation is reviewed in detail in the 

Section 5.  

MIRAS generates the visibilities by the correlations performed at the CCU using the 

signals provided by each of the LICEFs. Since the LICEF signals are coded with 1-bit, 

CCU provides normalized correlation between receivers. The denormalization of the 

visibilities is done in the data processing using the amplitude measurements conducted by 

the PMS of each receiver. The details on the 1-bit correlations and their denormalization 

process are described in [RD-14]. 

The visibility at the origin, when r1 is equal to r2, cannot be computed by means of the 

correlation process because the signals come from the same receiver. For that case, NIRs 

provide those visibilities following the real aperture radiometer approach [RD-9]. 

The calculation of the full set of visibilities in the data processing requires the correction 

of all the instrument drifts in amplitudes, phases and offsets of each of the subsystems. 

Such process is called calibration and it is out of the scope of this work. [RD-15], [RD-

16] and [RD-17] describes the MIRAS calibration with detail. 
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5. Instrument model: The visibility function 
 
The instrument model is the function that defines the relationship between the input 

signal received by the instrument and its output. The input signals of MIRAS are the 

apparent brightness temperatures of the scene and the outputs are the visibilities. 

The model, which relates both magnitudes, is called the visibility function and it is the 

fundamental equation that will allow the retrieval of the apparent brightness temperature 

of the scene. In Section 4.2, the visibility equation was presented in (6). 

One of the most relevant results of the SMOS mission has been the revision of the 

classical visibility function used in radio-astronomy. The antenna coupling between array 

elements was added to the classical formulation. That is a major success [RD-13] since 

the addition of the antenna coupling in the visibility equation links the microwave theory 

–the Bosma Theorem in thermo dynamical equilibrium [RD-18]– and the radio-

astronomy theory. 

The new visibility function predicts that visibilities measured by an aperture synthesis 

radiometer are dependent to the difference between the target’s brightness temperature 

and the backward noise of the receivers emitted through the antennas. 

5.1. The visibility function 
 
A general expression of the visibility function is 

V!" =
1
4π T! θ,ϕ   r!" Δτ e!"!"#!!dΩ

!"

 (7) 

where r is the fringe washing function (normalized complex degree of coherence of the 

receiver’s frequency response), Δτ is the arrival delay of the signal between the two 

receivers and f0 is the central frequency of MIRAS (1413.2665 MHz) and T’ depending 

on the instrument polarization (X, Y or XY) [RD-12]: 
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X-‐pol	   𝑇!!! = 𝑅!!𝑅!!∗ 𝑇!! − 𝑇!"# + 𝑅!!𝐶!!∗ 𝑇!" + 𝐶!!𝑅!!∗ 𝑇!" + 𝐶!!𝐶!!∗ 𝑇!! − 𝑇!"# 	   (8) 

Y-‐pol	   𝑇!!! = 𝐶!!𝐶!!∗ 𝑇!! − 𝑇!"# + 𝑅!!𝐶!!∗ 𝑇!" + 𝐶!!𝑅!!∗ 𝑇!" + 𝑅!!𝑅!!∗ 𝑇!! − 𝑇!"# 	   (9) 

YX-‐pol	   𝑇!"! = 𝐶!!𝑅!!∗ 𝑇!! − 𝑇!"# + 𝑅!!𝑅!!∗ 𝑇!" + 𝐶!!𝐶!!∗ 𝑇!" + 𝑅!!𝐶!!∗ 𝑇!! − 𝑇!"# 	   (10) 

 

where Txx, Tyy, Txy and Tyx are the apparent brightness temperature of the scene for each 

polarization measured in the antenna polarization frame, Trec is the physical temperature 

of the receivers and it is usually called the Corbella’s term, Rx,y,1,2 and Cx,y,1,2 are the 

normalized copolar and crosspolar patterns, respectively, divided by the square root of 

the solid angle of the antenna. The brightness temperature and the antenna patterns 

depend on directions. That dependency has been skipped in the formulas for the sake of 

readability. 

The general expression of the visibility function (7) needs to be particularized in a 

coordinate system and a grid. That process discretizes the visibility function converting 

the integral in a sum. 

𝑉!" =
1
4𝜋 𝑇! 𝜃! ,𝜙!   𝑟!" Δ𝜏! 𝑒!!!!!!!!ΔΩ

!

 (11) 

where θi and ϕi denotes the set of grid points in the grid, Δτi is the time delay of the signal 

between receivers for the directions in the grid points of the grid and ΔΩ is the area 

differential of the grid. 

The set of sums of each pair of receivers can be arranged in a matrix. The matrix is called 

G-matrix and each row contains the discrete visibility function of each pair of receivers 

and each column is the evaluation of the visibility function in a specific grid point of the 

brightness temperature domain. The visibility function can be expressed using matrix 

notation [RD-20] as   

𝑉 = 𝐺𝑇 (12) 

 
Previously, no special attention has been dedicated in the study of the coordinate system 
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and grid used in the visibility function. The present work studies both aspects and 

presents their relevance in the validation of the instrument model. 

5.2. Coordinate systems 
 
The coordinate system determines the expression of the visibility function. Depending on 

the coordinate system, the visibility function could present singularities and its numerical 

calculation may become complex. 

Usually, the visibility function is expressed in the cosine directors domain, the so-called 

xi(ξ)-eta(η) domain. The xi-eta domain is a domain defined inside a 1-radius circle, unit 

circle. That unit circle defines all the directions in half of the sphere since θ ≤ 90 deg. 

𝜉 = sin𝜃 cos𝜑 (13) 

𝜂 = sin𝜃 sin𝜑 (14) 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Coordinate systems 
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V!" =
1
4π

T!  

1− ξ! − η!
r!" −

u!"ξ+ v!"η
f!

e!!"! !!"!!!!"! ∂ξ ∂η
!!!!!!!

 (15) 

where 𝜉, 𝜂  are the coordinates in the xi-eta domain and 𝑢!", 𝑣!"  are the distance 

between the receivers projected in the x and y axes, respectively, and normalized to the 

wavelength. 𝑢!", 𝑣!"  are also called the baseline coordinates. To consider the 

brightness temperature from all the directions, the visibility function needs to be 

computed for each of the two hemispheres and the resulting visibility is the sum of the 

two hemispheres contribution.   

Although (15) is usually used for the instrument model, the expression is singular for any 

direction on the unit circle border. The singularities are avoided numerically computing 

the integration using only the values inside the unit circle excluding the values on the 

circle border. 

The visibility function can be also expressed in spherical coordinates. Such coordinates 

system does not present singularities in the θ-φ domain. The following expression shows 

that the visibility function in spherical coordinates is free of singularities. 

V!" =
1
4π T!   r!" Δ𝜏 e!!"!!!!! sin𝜃 𝑑𝜃𝑑𝜑!!!!!

!!!!!"

 (16) 

Δ𝜏 = −
𝑢!" sin𝜃 cos𝜑 + 𝑣!" sin𝜃 sin𝜑

𝑓!
 (17) 

where the elements of (7), now are expressed in the spherical coordinates θ and φ. The 

differential of area is sin(θ)dθdφ for a rectangular grid in θ-φ coordinates. The differential 

of area changes with θ, therefore each grid point in the rectangular θ-φ domain weights 

different in the visibility calculation. 

In order to fix the area differential to a constant value, grids where each pixel covers the 

same surface area as every other pixel on the sphere have been studied. Those grids 

weight equally any numeric error of any grid point in the integration domain.  
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5.3. Grids 
 
Apart from the coordinates domain, the numeric calculation of the visibility function 

requires the discretization of the integral in a grid where the equation is evaluated. In the 

present work, three types of grids have been assessed: 

1. Rectangular grids in ε-η domain 

2. Rectangular grids in θ-φ domain 

3. Grids in θ-φ domain where each pixel covers the same surface area as every other 

pixel 

The grid type 1 is the nominal grid used in the standard SMOS data processing and the 

nominal visibility function expressed as (15). On the other hand, the grid types 2 and 3 

propose the use of the visibility function expressed as (16) in a integration domain free of 

singularities. Moreover, the grid type 3 has the advantage that does not present any 

ambiguity in the representation of the points close to the poles and all the grid points 

represents the same solid angle. 

Apart from the grid type, several grid resolutions have been evaluated in the validation of 

the instrument model. The importance of the grid resolution is discussed in the section 

6.4.  

The following page shows an example of the three different grid types represented in the 

two coordinate systems considered:  ε-η and θ-φ domains. 
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6. Instrument model validation 
 
The image reconstruction process consists on the inversion of the instrument model for 

the conversion of visibilities to brightness temperatures. The accuracy of the brightness 

temperatures measured by SMOS depends on the knowledge of the instrument model. 

Therefore, the validation of the instrument model is one of the major activities since the 

satellite’s launch. That activity has been fundamental for the confirmation of the revised 

visibility function proposed during the SMOS development. Also, a successful validation 

would confirm that the antenna patters used in the instrument model were accurately 

measured on-ground and have not changed since launch.  

The validation consists on checking the capability of the instrument model to predict the 

visibilities of a known scene. The discrepancies between the actual measured visibilities 

and the predicted visibilities with the model are the metrics of the validation. 

Since the end of 2010, several attempts for the experimental validation of the instrument 

model in orbit have been conducted. The first results presented in IGARSS 2010 [RD-21] 

were not able to match the measured visibilities to the predicted visibilities. 

 

Figure 7 Failed instrument model validation presented in [RD-21] 
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6.1. Description of the instrument model 
 
The novelties of the simulations conducted in this work with respect to the results 

presented in IGARSS-2010 are the use of the full-polarimetric visibility function (7) – 

(10) and the consideration of the signal contribution received through the antennae’ 

backlobes. Also, the instrument model integrates the latest findings regarding to the 

antenna patterns. Those findings are that the measurements of the antennae in the hinges 

include artefacts. Therefore, the replacement of those antenna patterns for their 

neighbours is recommended. Also, the averaging of the antenna patterns measured at the 

three frequencies (1404, 1413 and 1423 MHz) is also recommended. 

The list of following elements is included in the instrument model: 

• Co-polar and cross-polar antenna patterns 

• Averaged antenna pattern in the 1404, 1413 and 1423 MHz 

• Antenna patterns in the hinges replaced with the neighbours (where X is A, B and 

C): 

o LCF-X-09 → LCF-X-08 

o LCF-X-10 → LCF-X-11 

o LCF-X-15 → LCF-X-14 

o LCF-X-16 → LCF-X-17 

• Front and back antenna patterns 

• The measured on-ground positions of the receivers 

On the other hand, the instrument model has not included fringe-washing function shape. 

Its influence is considered negligible for the instrument model verification [RD-22] since 

no significant differences have been observed comparing results with and without fringe-

washing function. 

6.2. Description of the scenario 
 
The known scenario selected for the generation of the predicted visibilities using the 

instrument model is a sky observation conducted on 24 December 2011. 
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The scenario has been calculated using the L-band galactic map [RD-23] and the 

instrument attitude. The scenario has been characterized in all the directions since the 

instrument model is defined for the front and back of the instrument and in all the 

polarizations (X, Y and XY) since the model takes into account all the polarimetric 

signals . 

Therefore, the simulated scene consists on the sky image observed by the instrument 

during the sky acquisition manoeuvre. Also, an ocean scene contribution has been added 

through the backlobes. That contribution is realistic since the sky manoeuvre was 

conducted over the Pacific Ocean. The ocean scene has been simulated in X, Y and XY 

polarization and the ocean model is based on the Fresnel law.  

 

 
 

Figure 8 Simulated scene for X polarization (sky map + Earth surface including Fresnel model) 
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Figure 9 Simulated scene for Y polarization (sky map + Earth surface including Fresnel model) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 10 Simulated scene for Third Stokes parameter(no sky map + Earth surface including Fresnel model) 
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6.3. Validation results 
 
In this section, the measured visibilities from the sky observation are compared with the 

predicted visibilities computed using the instrument model. The instrument model 

expressed in xi-eta coordinates and spherical coordinates have been tested. The grids 

used for the integration domain comparison are (see section 3.4 for further details): 

Integration domain Grid type Resolution 

xi-eta Rectangular in xi-eta 

(Grid type 1) 

181x181 

Spherical Rectangular in theta-phi 

(Grid type 2) 

181 (in theta) x 144 (in phi) 

 
Table 3 Grids used in the instrument model validation 

 
The following plots show that the use of the spherical coordinates formulation in the 

visibility simulation provides simulated visibilities closer to measurements than in the xi-

eta formulation. The following plots show the visibility amplitude of the baselines along 

the arm between the receiver at the tip of the arm and the rest of the receivers of the arm. 

  
 
 
Figure 11 Simulated (blue) vs measured visibilities (red) for the arm A in Y-pol. On the left: Xi-eta formulation. 

On the right: Spherical coordinates 
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Figure 12 Simulated (blue) vs measured visibilities (red) for the arm B in Y-pol. On the left: Xi-eta formulation. 

On the right: Spherical coordinates 

 
The plots for all the arms and polarizations are available in the Annex A. 

Also, the visibility comparison is done in terms of modified brightness temperature. The 

modified brightness temperature is the inverse Fourier transform of the visibilities where 

no instrument knowledge is applied apart from the u-v coordinates. In this work, the 

baseline at the origin has not been used for the calculations to avoid the influence of the 

NIR contribution. Therefore, the mean of all the images is zero since the visibility at the 

origin has been set to 0. 

The following plots show the modified brightness temperature of the simulated 

visibilities and the measurements. 
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Figure 13 Modified brightness temperature in Y-pol. On the top: From simulated visibilities using xi-eta 
coordinates; on the middle: from simulated visibilities using the spherical coordinates; on the bottom: from the 
measurements 
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It can be observed that the modified brightness temperature obtained from the instrument 

model based on spherical coordinates shows softer transitions in the unit circle and the 

alias borders. That result shows that the spherical coordinates provides a closer result to 

the measurements than the xi-eta coordinates. This improvement is attributed to the fact 

that the visibility equation formulated in spherical coordinates does not present any 

singularity in the unit circle border. 

However, the result from the calculation in spherical coordinates presents an artefact in 

the boresight. That artefact is attributed to the ambiguity of the rectangular grid of 

spherical coordinates in the poles, where several points in the grid are representing the 

same direction. 

The cuts in xi and eta of the images above allow a quantitative comparison of the results.  

 

 
Figure 14 Comparison of the modified brightness temperature cuts between simulations (blue) and 
measurements (red) for Y-pol. On the left column, the simulations are obtained from the xi-eta coordinates. On 
the right column, the simulations are obtained from the spherical coordinates 
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The cuts plotted in Figure 14 show that the use of the spherical coordinates in the 

visibility computation reduces the alias borders in a factor of two with respect to the 

visibilities computed using the xi-eta grid. Also, the modified brightness temperature cuts 

in the spherical coordinates case follow better the measurements with the exception of the 

peak in the boresight. 

The modified brightness temperature plots for the X-pol are available in the annex B. 

The previous results show that the absence of singularities in the visibility function 

expressed in spherical coordinates increases the similarity between simulations and 

measurements. However, that improvement comes together with an artefact in the 

boresight of the modified brightness temperature. 

6.4. Influence of the grid resolution 
 
The accuracy of a discrete integral depends on the grid resolution used in the integration. 

This section evaluates which is the impact of the grid resolution on the simulated 

visibilities. Only the visibility function expressed in spherical coordinates is considered. 

 
 
Figure 15 Cut of the X-pol modified brightness temperature along the eta axis computed from simulated 
visibilities (blue) and measurements (red). Grid resolution 0.5 deg. On the left: simulated visibilities computed 
using a rectangular grid in theta-phi. On the right: simulated visibilities computed using a ISEA type grid. 

 
Among the two available grids in spherical coordinates presented in Section 5.3, the 

rectangular (type 2) and grids where each pixel covers the same surface area as every 

other pixel (type 3), only the latter have been selected for the study. This decision has 
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been taken since grid points in grids type 3 represent the same solid angle; therefore each 

grid point contributes exactly the same in the visibility function. Also, the artefact in the 

boresight of the modified brightness temperature is smaller in the case of the grid type 3 

for the same grid resolution. Figure 15 compares the visibility function evaluated over a 

rectangular grid in theta-phi (grid type 2) and over an icosahedral Snyder equal area (grid 

type 3) [RD-24] with a grid resolution of 0.5 deg. 

The grid with equal solid angle per pixel (grid type 3) studied in this section is the 

Hierarchical Equal Area isoLatitude Pixelization (HEALPix) [RD-25] of a sphere grid. 

As suggested in the name, this pixelization produces a subdivision of a spherical surface 

in which each pixel covers the same surface area (and solid angle) as every other pixel.  

For the study of the impact of the grid resolution on the instrument model, it is important 

to know the resolution of the input data. The antenna patters are measured with a 

resolution of 1 deg in elevation and 2.5 deg in azimuth, and the galaxy map with a 

resolution of 0.25 deg in Right Ascencion and Declination. Therefore, no significant 

changes are expected in the simulations using HEALPix grids with finer resolution than 

0.25 deg resolution. 

The following grid resolutions have been studied: 

 
Nside Num Pixels Mean spacing (deg) 

16 3072 3.66 

32 12288 1.83 

64 49152 0.92 

128 196608 0.46 

256 786432 0.23 

512 3145728 0.11 

 
Table 4 Resolutions tested in the grid resolution study 
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The different grids are described by the parameter Nside which is the input of the grid 

calculation algorithm. Its value is always a power of 2. Among the tested grids, the case 

Nside = 256 and 512 are finer than the galaxy map resolution. So, no noticeable 

differences would be expected among those 2 test cases. 
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Figure 16 On the left column: Comparison between the simulated visibilities (blue) and measurements (red). On 
the right: Comparison of the xi=0 cut of the modified brightness temperature computed from the simulated 
visibilities (blue) and measurements (red)  

 

Figure 16 shows that the simulated visibilities are closer to measurements when the grid 

resolution increases. Also, the artefact in the boresight of the modified brightness 

temperature is reduced when the grid resolution increases. 

On the other hand, although there are no visible differences between the simulated 

visibilities using 0.23 deg and 0.11 deg, there is still some reduction of the artefact at the 
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boresight in the case of the 0.11 deg. 

The conclusion of these results shows that the grid resolution plays a key role in the 

forward modelling of the instrument. 

6.5. Validation of the antenna cross-coupling term 
 
In the previous results presented in IGARSS-2010, the matching between measured 

visibilities and the predicted visibilities using the instrument model implemented at that 

time was far from the agreement. Hence, those results were not helpful for the 

verification of the new antenna cross-coupling term, the so-called Corbella’s term, of the 

revised visibility function.  

The instrument model described in this section, based on spherical coordinates and the 

ISEA grid with a resolution close to 0.1 deg, provides the closest estimations to the 

measured visibilities up to now. That accuracy of the instrument model is enough for the 

verification of the Corbella’s term. 

Two sets of visibilities have been simulated for the verification of the existence of the 

Corbella’s term in the measured visibilities. A first set has been generated using the 

visibility function as in (8)-(10) and a second set has been simulated setting Trec to 0. 

  

Figure 17 Visibility simulation considering Corbella term (left) and without Corbella term (right) 

The comparison of the two simulations shows that the agreement between measurements 
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and simulations is clearly better in the case that the Corbella’s term has been considered. 

Therefore, this is a clear proof that the instrument model needs the Corbella’s term in its 

formulation. 
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7. Conclusion 
 
Microwave interferometric radiometry is a well-known technique for radio-astronomers, 

but it is usage for Earth observation is still a novelty. ESA’s SMOS mission is the first 

spaceborne mission that uses a L-band imaging interferometric radiometer. The 

sophistication of the instrument and the complexity of the measured scene –extended 

sources along a wide field of view– make that the instrument modelling and the image 

reconstruction are topics for investigation in the scientific community. 

The reproducibility of the SMOS measurements using the instrument model based on the 

on-ground characterization has been a difficult task since the beginning of the mission. 

Also, the differences between in-orbit SMOS measurements and model predictions 

prevented the verification of the antennae’s cross-coupling effect detected during the on-

ground tests. 

The present work has studied and validated the SMOS instrument model. The full-

polarization visibility function has been reviewed and implemented in several grids and 

coordinates systems. The result of this revision is the successful validation of the 

instrument model achieving the matching between measurements and model predictions. 

Also, the verification of the cross-coupling effect, the so-called Corbella term, between 

the antennae of the array has finally been verified using in-orbit data. 

7.1. Conclusions on the instrument model validation 
 
The validation of the instrument model has been achieved by means of the revision of the 

implementation of the visibility function. In the validation process, the coordinate 

systems, grid type and grid resolution used have played a relevant role in the calculation 

of the visibility function. 

The results have shown that the definition of the visibility function in spherical 

coordinates predicts visibilities that are really close to measurements. Also, the 

discrepancies in the modified brightness temperatures between measurements and 

simulated data using ε-η coordinates are reduced in a factor of 2 when spherical 

coordinates are used (Figure 14). 
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On the other hand, the use of spherical coordinates introduces a peak in the origin of the 

modified brightness that is not present when the visibilities are calculated using a ε-η 

coordinate system. However, it has been observed that the grid resolution plays a crucial 

role in the reduction of such peak in the modified brightness temperature. The peak 

vanishes when the grid resolution increases. At the same time, the predicted visibilities 

match better to the measurements when the grid resolution increases (Figure 16). 

Among the grid types, grids in θ-φ domain of pixels of constant solid angle allow the 

increase of the grid resolution with less grid points than rectangular grids in θ-φ (Figure 

15). Therefore, HEALPix and icosahedral grids are convenient for the calculation of the 

visibility function since the predicted visibilities match better to measurements than 

rectangular grids in θ-φ for the same angular resolution. 

Following the considerations on the coordinate systems, grid type and grid resolution, the 

estimated sky visibilities using all the scene (scene in all directions and polarization) and 

instrument information (antenna patterns in all polarization, frequency and direction) are 

in good agreement with the measurements (Figure 16). Remaining deviations are likely 

due to residual errors in the measured antenna patterns, as well as limited angular 

resolution of them and of the sky map. 

The current implementation of the instrument model in the nominal SMOS processing 

chain is computed using a a ε-η coordinate system and a rectangular grid in that domain. 

Therefore, the corrections based on that model are inaccurate and introduces artefacts that 

might be reduced if the considerations on the instrument model implementation – 

coordinate systems, grid types and resolutions– described in the present work are taken 

into account. 

Finally, the most important result of the master thesis is the verification of the Corbella’s 

term using in-orbit data (Figure 17). That validates the new formulation of the visibility 

function, which updates the classic radio-astronomy formulation with the addition of the 

antennae’s cross-coupling term, the so-called Corbella’s term. Also, these results confirm 

that the in-orbit antennae’s patterns do not differ significantly to the on-ground 

characterization, except for the antennae mentioned in Section 6.1. 
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7.2. Further work: Reduction of the spatial bias in the Image 
Reconstruction 

 
The results of this master thesis confirm that the instrument model used in the SMOS 

mission is correct. Additionally, implementation details of the instrument model on grids 

and coordinates systems for the visibilities calculation have been provided. 

After the validation of the SMOS instrument model, the image reconstruction process 

becomes the focus of attention as the source of the artefacts in the retrieved brightness 

temperatures. The image reconstruction process consists in the inversion of the SMOS 

instrument model. The application of the current inverted instrument model to the 

measurements provides brightness temperature images with presence of spatial bias. Such 

problem is very common in remote sensing and it is called inverse problem. 

 

Figure 18 Reference image (top) and normalized difference between the retrieved image and the reference image 
(bottom) [RD-26] 

The spatial biases are artefacts that are present in the synthetic images retrieved with 

SMOS that remain in a fix pattern along time in similar scenes. The spatial biases can be 

understood also as result of secondary sidelobes of the synthetic beam. So, the retrieved 

brightness temperature in a particular pixel is contributed by the signal of the rest of the 
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pixels. 

From a mathematical point of view, the spatial biases are consequence of finding the 

solution of an ill-posed problem. The SMOS instrument model defines an 

underdetermined problem where the number of measurements is smaller than the number 

of unknowns. On that statement, measurement means visibilities and unknown means 

brightness temperature pixel. In such undetermined conditions [RD-27], the problem 

defined in (12) has any solutions that they are all given by: 

𝑇 = 𝐺!𝑉 + 𝐼 − 𝐺!𝐺 𝑤 (18) 

where w is any arbitrary vector and G+ is the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse:  

𝐺! = 𝐺∗𝐺 !!𝐺∗ (19) 

The use of the pseudo-inverse for solving the problem provides the least-square error 

solution 𝑇: 

𝑇 = 𝐺!𝑉 (20) 

That solution is not necessarily free of spatial bias, which is represented by the second 

term of (18). Only in determined conditions, the solution is unique and free of spatial bias 

since the second term of (18) is zero. Further theoretical details on the inverse problem 

are described in [RD-27], [RD-28] and [RD-29]. 

SMOS imaging process consists in solving a problem in underdetermined conditions. In 

order to illustrate the problems briefly presented in this section, a simple case of image 

reconstruction has been simulated. Figure 20 shows the retrieved image of a punctual 

source (Figure 19) assuming an instrument model in determined and underdetermined 

conditions. In the case of determined conditions, there are 4695 measurements and 2809 

unknowns. On the other hand, there are 4695 measurements and 25433 unknowns in the 

undetermined case. 

The retrieved image in undetermined conditions clearly shows artefacts whereas the 

simulation in determined conditions can retrieve the original scene. 
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Figure 19 Reference scene 

 

 
Figure 20 Reconstructed image in a determined case (left) and in an underdetermined case (right) 

 

Therefore, the research in the image reconstruction process is needed in order to improve 

the quality of the images of SMOS. The conclusions achieved in the validation of the 

instrument model open a line of investigation on the coordinate system, grid type and 

resolution to be used in the image reconstruction. 

Those new investigations together with the revision of regularization approaches of the 

inverse problem in the SMOS imaging processing will provide new knowledge in 

potential improvements of the SMOS results. 
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Annex A 
 
The following plots compare the simulated visibilities with respect to the measurements 

of a sky scenario. These results are part of Section 6.3 (p. 30) that have been placed in 

this annex for the sake of clarity of the text.  

X-polarization 
Xi-eta grid Spherical grid 

  

  

  
Figure 21 Simulated visibilities with respect to measurements (X-pol) 
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Y-polarization 

Xi-eta grid Spherical grid 

  

  

  
 

Figure 22 Simulated visibilities with respect to measurements (Y-pol) 
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Annex B 
 
The following images show the modified brightness temperature of the simulated 

visibilities using xi-eta and spherical grids. The simulated scene is the scenario presented 

in the section 6.2.  Also, the modified brightness temperatures obtained from the 

measurements are included as reference. 

These results are part of Section 6.3 (p. 32) that have been placed in this annex for the 

sake of clarity of the text. 
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Figure 23 Modified brightness temperature of the simulated visibilities 


